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As summer approaches, it is wonderful to welcome the gentle sun with vibrant colors and textures
on your clothes. Recently, girls have come to love dresses again, now more than ever. Short
dresses and skirts let girls feel free and uninhibited. Plus, short dresses and skirts help little girls feel
pretty and feminine. Listed below are some highlights of the 2012 spring trends that should excite
parents and children alike.

Floral prints have become the staple in spring and summer fashions over the last few years. Even
boys adopt floral prints in their clothes, and girls' dresses look best with floral prints. Full-figured girls
would love prints of big flowers that look like big splashes of color at first glance. Subtle nearly
geometrical patterns of tiny flowers on skirts are great for both short skirts and long skirts.

Mixed prints are a tricky trend to pull off. A summer staple as recently as 2009, this involved
matching a printed item with another printed itemâ€”a conventional fashion no-no. One good way to
pull this off is to wear at least one plain item, like a tank top with floral shorts and a batik-inspired
scarf.

However, if you would rather be striking without risking going over the top, you can try wearing
dresses with pinks, oranges, and tangerines. Tangerine is a popular color lately because it is simple
yet striking. This beautiful mix of pink and orange looks good with almost any skin tone and can be
worn with dresses or pants.

Some girls, however, prefer softer colors to go with their daintiness. Instead of hot pink or tangerine,
many girls choose baby pink or peach. These colors go perfectly well with baby blue, yellow, and
lavender. Shops that sell kids clothing Toronto parents endorse have many of these options.

Some girls are comfortable with the universal appeal of denim because it can be worn with almost
anything. In the spring of 2012, denim was best worn with skirts of any length for a stunning
juxtaposition of the skirt's softness with the denim item's edginess. Kids designer clothes include
denim items ranging from pants to short jackets. These are best worn with printed items as
mentioned earlier.

While dresses are popular right now, distributors of kids designer clothing are aware that there are
some girls who would rather play with their brothers or male friends. There are twill cotton pants of
almost any length that little girls can find more comfortable than jeans that offer the same edgy look.
For more information and ideas, you can browse ElleGirl.com.
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